Development of a pediatric transfusion medicine teaching curriculum for pediatric anesthesiology fellows

Abstract

Context: Formal training in pediatric transfusion medicine is often centered on education of Clinical Pathology and Hematology/Oncology Fellows. The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) accepts nine fellows annually into a Pediatric Anesthesiology and Critical Care Medicine (PACCM) Fellowship Training Program. Training requirements include the appropriate ordering and utilization of blood products for pediatric patients, which many fellows have limited prior experience.

Objective: To design, implement, and review a teaching curriculum for PACCM Fellows to introduce these physician trainees to the unique features of pediatric TM and hospital specific policies.

Design: Starting in 2006, two fellows per session were assigned a full day in the blood bank. The schedule included “hands-on” learning and lectures. Each fellow received lecture handouts and TM literature. They were asked to submit a pre- and post-test, an evaluation form and give oral feedback. Additional lectures were given during morning conferences as part of their overall educational training during their fellowship.

Results: Twenty-eight fellows have completed this rotation to date of this curriculum review period. Most fellows demonstrated knowledge of the definition of clinically significant antibodies and proper labeling of blood samples. Fewer fellows demonstrated knowledge of CHOP specific policies prior to the rotation. Twenty-three written evaluations with ratings of outstanding to good were received. As a result of the teaching curriculum, there is less miscommunication, fewer customer complaints and occurrence reports (safety net reports) documented involving TM and PACCM departments. There has also been a steady overall improvement in client satisfaction.

Conclusion: We report the development of a pediatric TM curriculum designed for anesthesiology fellows. The curriculum will continue to evolve as additional feedback is received. We will continue to monitor the curriculum in terms of an improvement in pre and post testing results, overall physician satisfaction and safety net reports.

Introduction

Over 20,000 units of blood products (packed red blood cell, plasma, platelet and cryoprecipitate) are utilized each year at CHOP. Of these, 25% are ordered by the PACCM department. Training on the appropriate ordering and utilization of blood products for pediatric patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) and the operating room (OR) is not routinely given to residents and fellows. As a result, an average of 5% of products is estimated to be wasted each year.

Knowledge of TM by residents, fellows and attendings in various clinical departments needs improvement.1-4 Eisenstaedt et al.1 conducted a survey among resident physicians at nine academic medical centers to assess their perceptions of their knowledge of TM, their confidence in using various blood bank resources, and their ratings of the contribution of various learning resources to their knowledge of TM. Nearly 90% of the residents who took the survey were in an internal medicine, surgery or anesthesiology residency program. Respondents placed a high value on the relevance of TM to patient care; however, they rated their knowledge and learning opportunities as only moderate.

TM and anesthesiology are closely related fields that share common interests. An anesthesiologist should not only have an understanding of the basic science of TM, but also the more practical clinical aspects of TM. It is not enough for anesthesiologists to know about immunology, hemoglobin levels, blood coagulation and the hemodynamics of circulation; they must also be familiar with turnaround times for pre-transfusion testing and manufacturing requests, autologous blood transfusion, indications for the appropriate use of blood components and transfusion reactions.5 In order to maximize patient safety, anesthesiologists must have a clear understanding of the safe use of blood products during surgery and in the ICU.

Blood products such as whole blood, packed red blood cells (pRBC), plasma and platelets are routinely used in the OR and ICUs for hemodynamic and coagulation support. The type and quantity of blood products needed are dependent upon the clinical history of the patient as well as the type of surgery being performed. Utilization of blood products in the OR or ICU may not always be anticipated in advance so urgent orders for blood products are often placed with the blood bank. It is not uncommon for complaints to be received in the blood bank regarding the length of time it takes for a blood product...
to be issued. A lack of understanding of the processes and procedures that need to be performed prior to the release of a blood product often results in unmet expectations, communication breakdowns and conflicts between the TM and PACCM departments.

Many anesthesiology fellows have limited experience with pediatric TM. Although the major concepts are similar between pediatric and adult TM, there are some additional considerations in the preparation and administration of blood products to the pediatric population due to the child’s smaller volume and more immature immune system. At CHOP, a need was identified by both the TM and PACCM departments to educate their fellows on the basic TM principles, CHOP specific TM policies, as well as on the general processes/procedures of blood product testing and release. We, therefore, developed a teaching curriculum in 2006 to introduce anesthesiology fellows to the unique features of pediatric TM and hospital specific policies. In this study, we describe our experience with this curriculum over a four year period.

**Materials and methods**

A total of 28 fellows in the PACCM Training Program at CHOP, Philadelphia, rotated through the blood bank for a day. A brief tour of the blood bank was given followed by lectures on blood bank protocols and processes, the blood donor program and antibody identification. Hands-on demonstrations on ABO Rh typing, antibody screening, component preparation and modification and antibody panel identification were then given at the bench. Teaching materials that were handed out included: lecture outlines, selected TM literature and blood bank information sheets (e.g. fast fact sheet for physicians obtaining informed consent for transfusion, minimum times for the blood bank processes, labeling of blood bank specimens and blood bank directed donor policy). A multiple-choice self-assessment questionnaire that consisted of four questions (Table 1) was given before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the rotation to assess learning. An evaluation of the rotation was also given at the end of the day (Table 2) to assess the perceived utility and effectiveness of the rotation. The evaluation utilized a scale from 1 (outstanding) to 5 (poor). The day ended with a wrap-up session with the blood bank medical directors.

The transfusion services laboratory client satisfaction survey is a biennial survey conducted by the blood bank to assess its performance and elicit feedback from hematology/oncology, surgical, and anesthesiology and critical care medicine department attending physicians on how to improve its services. This survey includes 10 questions on the quality of blood bank products and services as well as on the performance of the blood bank and its staff. Each question is rated on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). A comparison of survey results the year (2007) and 4 years (2010) after the implementation of the curriculum was performed by calculating the percent change in average score for each question from the 2007 survey. Results of the self-assessment questionnaires and evaluations are given as mean±SD or count. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata version 11. A two-tailed Student’s t test was used to determine statistically significant differences between pre-and post-test results. A p-value less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Possible answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the blood bank definition of clinically significant antibodies?</td>
<td>a. Antibodies that react at room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Antibodies that are passively acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Antibodies that can cause hemolytic disease of the newborn and/or hemolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transfusion reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Antibodies that prewarm away and are compatible at cross matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What type of directed donor red cells will be accepted for an A positive</td>
<td>a. A negative or A positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patient according to CHOP policy?</td>
<td>b. O negative or O positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. O positive or A positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. B positive or A positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the labeling criterion for a sample to be accepted as a CHOP Blood</td>
<td>a. Patient’s name, date of birth and collectors initials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank sample?</td>
<td>b. Patient’s first and last name, medical record number, date and collectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Patient’s last name, first initial and account number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. No labeling requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When red cells are irradiated and not used, when are the red cells washed</td>
<td>a. Wash 24 hours after irradiation, expires 2 days after washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>according to CHOP policy and when do red cells expire after washing?</td>
<td>b. Wash 5 days after irradiation, expires 8 hours after washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Wash 3 days after irradiation, expires 3 days after washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Wash 48 hours after irradiation, expires 24 hours after washing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Twenty-eight pre-and post-tests were returned. Out of 28 fellows, 27 answered question 1 (0.964±0.189) correctly in the pre-and post-tests. Twenty-five of 28 and 28 of 28 fellows answered question 3 (pre-test: 0.893±0.315, post-test: 1±0) correctly in the pre- and post-tests, respectively. There was a statistically significant difference in pre-and post-test scores for question 2 (pre-test: 0.571±0.504, post-test: 0.857±0.356; p=0.02) and question 4 (pre-test: 0.679±0.476, post-test: 1±0; p<0.001) with the scores for these questions improving significantly in the post-test. Sixteen fellows answered A (A negative or A positive) and 11 fellows answered C (O positive or A positive) for question 2 in the pre-test. After the rotation, 24 out of 28 answered A which is the correct answer. For question 4, 19 fellows answered D (wash 48 hours after irradiation, expires 2days after washing) and 7 fellows answered A (wash 12 hours after irradiation, expires 8hours after washing) in the pre-test. After the rotation, all fellows answered D, which is the correct answer.

The overall rating of the blood bank rotation was excellent (n=9) to outstanding (n=13) (1.409±0.503). The goals and guidelines were thought to be clearly explained and achieved (1.478±0.593). Eighteen out of 23 fellows participated in the laboratory demonstrations which were thought to be effective (1.500±0.512). The lectures (1.652±0.647), handouts (1.476±0.602), serology case studies (1.863±0.774) and supplemental teaching materials (1.450±0.510) were thought to be effective and effective. The time allocated to this rotation was thought to be sufficient (1.478±0.665). The level of material was thought to be just right by 22 out of 23 fellows (data not shown).

Fellows indicated that the strengths of the rotation included,

i. the lectures on blood product utilization and blood bank operations and policy;

ii. lecturers who were enthusiastic, organized and willing to answer questions;

iii. tour of the blood bank;

iv. laboratory demonstration;

v. small group size; and

vi. Timing during their fellowship.

The perceived weaknesses included,

i. too much detail given regarding antibody identification using panel and select cells;

ii. insufficient time spent talking with the blood bank directors and

iii. The absence of a lecture on emergency/trauma blood bank protocols.

Topics that were suggested for future lectures in pediatric transfusion medicine included transfusion reactions, ABO incompatible transplantation, craniofacial surgery transfusion, infectious disease risks/bacterial transmission, factor concentrates, emergency/trauma blood bank protocols, component therapy and exchange transfusions. An increase in client satisfaction of transfusion laboratory services was observed between 2007 and 2010. Based on 19 responses for the 2010 survey and 29 responses for the 2007 survey, the overall satisfaction for the transfusion laboratory services increased by 18.3% (data not shown).

Discussion

We report the development of a TM curriculum designed to instruct a target group of end users on pediatric TM. This curriculum was designed based on learning needs for pediatric anesthesiology fellows. Two fellows rotated through the blood bank at a time over the course of a year. Our goal was to impart a basic understanding of key TM concepts as well as to educate the fellows on what the hospital policies were in order to improve patient safety, patient care and work flow. Questions used in the pre-and post-tests were designed to assess this knowledge of key concepts in TM as well as important CHOP specific policies. Fellows demonstrated an improvement in TM knowledge as well as CHOP specific policies after the rotation. Different hospitals have different policies regarding blood product processing, release and utilization. Thus, it is important for each institution to teach hospital specific policies to their fellows/residents.

Question two was the most frequent incorrectly answered question in the self-assessment questionnaire. This question addresses

knowledge of CHOP policy regarding the type of directed donor red cells that will be acceptable for a patient. The concern and discussion about this policy through this educational effort has prompted a recent review of this practice and may result in a CHOP policy change allowing the use of compatible blood from directed donors. The policy regarding the type of directed donor red cells that will be acceptable for a patient in other hospitals, however, could be different. A recent survey of US and Canadian children’s hospitals in 2008 and 2009 noted a wide range of RBC transfusion policies for both neonatal and pediatric populations. With the lack of standardized practices, knowledge of institutional practices becomes even more critical.7

Recent work at CHOP has focused on the design of simulation education centered on using mismatched blood, in addition to ordering and issuing blood for trauma patients requiring transfer to the ORs. We have found opportunities for improvement in the use of the hospital order entry system as well as understanding the differences between a type and screen as well as a type and crossmatch (order to transfuse). The ability to observe this testing in the laboratory and then simulate the ordering of these tests in a “crisis simulated environment” prepares the fellows well for understanding their ordering requests for their patients. It also provides the opportunity to teach attending staff.

A transfusion services laboratory client satisfaction survey is sent out each year to the hematology/oncology, surgical, and anesthesiology and critical care medicine department attending physicians in order to evaluate the performance of the TM laboratory and staff. A modest increase in client satisfaction has been observed over the four years that the curriculum has been in place. Although causality between the curriculum and improved satisfaction cannot be objectively established, it can be hypothesized that at least part of the improved satisfaction with the blood bank stems from a better understanding of blood bank operations, policies and work flow which can be attributed in part to the new curriculum. Even though only a few attendings participated and it was primarily the fellows who were being directly educated through this curriculum, attending physicians could have better satisfaction with the blood bank because they were educated by the fellows and/or because of more efficient interactions between their trainees and the blood bank. We have also observed a decrease in our customer complaints and safety net reports resulting from miscommunication between the blood bank and critical care staff.

One of the didactic components that is required by the ACGME for pediatric anesthesiology fellows is on coagulation abnormalities and therapy. The TM curriculum that we have developed could satisfy a part of this requirement. It is important for anesthesiology and critical care medicine fellows who will be future attendings to have a good grasp of basic TM concepts and blood bank operations in order to facilitate their work flow and improve patient safety. It is essential that anesthesiology faculty be well versed in the program requirements they must teach anesthesiology and critical care fellows.

An improvement in the teaching of TM should not only occur at the fellow level and not only for PACCM housestaff. Teaching basic TM concepts should start at the medical student level and should be reinforced throughout successive training as an intern, resident, fellow and even attending. O’Brien et al.2 reports that 34.5% of PGY-1’s receive only a single lecture and 41.4% receive no training at all. In 1995, Cable et al.3 published a revised medical school curriculum that was approved by the Transfusion Medicine Academic Awards (TMAA) Group. The revised curriculum consists of 28 objectives in six major areas of transfusion medicine. Recently, the Pediatric TMAA group identified 65 objectives for a pediatric transfusion medicine curriculum, 23 of which are core objectives which should be considered for clinical pathology training.11 Educating attendings about TM may be warranted based on the results of a study by Salem-Schatz SR in 19904 that found that attending physicians routinely had lower knowledge scores than did residents, but they were more confident in their knowledge. They found that residents’ transfusion decisions were strongly influenced by the desires of their attending physicians, resulting in their ordering potentially inappropriate transfusions.4 As a result in the positive educational experience of our
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TM anesthesia fellow curriculum, the program was extended to our anesthesia resident training through a rotation in the blood bank at The Hospital of The University of Pennsylvania.

We recognize challenges in the current assessment of our curriculum as to the lack of long term follow-up from our trainees and our limited evaluation with the use of only four pre-and post-test questions. The pre- and post-test questions were designed as a simple assessment tool and could be more comprehensive in the future. Also, the names were not required on the pre- and post-tests or feedback form, but sometimes the fellows attached their name to the data. In this way, the process was not entirely anonymous. In addition, tracking blood utilization, performance improvement initiatives and customer satisfaction surveys and safety net reporting are only indirect evidence for improvements made as a result of the curriculum. This TM curriculum developed for a select end user group will continue to evolve as we work towards developing better tools for feedback and assessment of our educational efforts. Some of these tools in development include a survey to be conducted among the anesthesia and critical care attending staff to collect more precise feedback on the curriculum design, opportunities for future improvements, as well as progress as a result of the fellows’ curriculum.

Conclusion

We have developed a TM curriculum PACCM fellows’ to learn basic TM concepts, understand blood bank operations, and know CHOP specific policies regarding the use and processing of blood components. Fellows’ knowledge of TM increased after participating in this rotation which was reflected in improved scores in the post-test as well as in improved overall client satisfaction with the transfusion services laboratory over the 4 year study period. This curriculum will continue to evolve as additional feedback is received on the relevance of the teaching to the practice of pediatric anesthesiology. The future development of similar educational programs which involve the ordering, testing, issuing and transfusion of blood components will enhance the training experience of the current CHOP fellows as well as influence practice-based knowledge in their future jobs and institutions. This is one way to encourage the growth of interest and training of future leaders in the specialty of pediatric TM. Because of the positive feedback that has been received from rotating fellows and residents who participate as an elective, we plan to continue this educational effort to offer this curriculum to other departments at CHOP.
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